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Important notice

This presentation in relation to British American Tobacco p.l.c. (“BAT”) and its subsidiaries has been prepared solely for use at this presentation. The presentation is not directed to, or intended 
for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident or located in any jurisdiction outside of the United States and the United Kingdom where such distribution, 
publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would require any registration or licensing within such jurisdiction.

The material in this presentation is provided for the purpose of giving information about the Company to investors only and is not intended for general consumers. The Company, its directors, 
employees, agents or advisers do not accept or assume responsibility to any other person to whom this material is shown or into whose hands it may come and any such responsibility or 
liability is expressly disclaimed. The material in this presentation is not provided for tobacco product advertising, promotional or marketing purposes. This material does not constitute and 
should not be construed as constituting an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any of our products.  Our products are sold only in compliance with the laws of the particular 
jurisdictions in which they are sold. 

The information contained in this presentation does not purport to be comprehensive and has not been independently verified. Certain industry and market data contained in this presentation 
has come from third party sources. Third party publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained therein have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but 
that there is no guarantee of accuracy or completeness of such data. 

Forward-looking statements

Certain statements in this communication that are not historical facts are “forward-looking” statements made within the meaning of Section 21E of the United States Securities Exchange Act of 
1934. These statements are often, but not always, made through the use of words or phrases such as “believe,” “anticipate,” “could,” “may,” “would,” “should,” “intend,” “plan,” “potential,” 
“predict,” “will,” “expect,” “estimate,” “project,” “positioned,” “strategy,” “outlook” and similar expressions. The absence of these words does not necessarily mean that a statement is not 
forward-looking. All such forward-looking statements involve estimates and assumptions that are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual future financial 
condition, performance and results to differ materially from the plans, goals, forecasts, projections, budgets, expectations and results, whether expressed or implied, in the forward-looking 
statements and other financial and/or statistical data within this communication. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding BAT’s present and future 
business strategies and the environment in which it will operate in the future. Circumstances may change and the contents of this presentation may become outdated as a result. Among the 
key factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements are uncertainties related to the following: the failure to realize 
contemplated synergies and other benefits from mergers and acquisitions, including the recent merger of Reynolds American Inc. (“Reynolds”) and BAT; the effect of mergers, acquisitions and 
divestitures, including the merger of Reynolds and BAT, on BAT’s operating results and businesses generally; the ability to maintain credit ratings; changes in the tobacco industry and stock 
market trading conditions; changes or differences in domestic or international economic or political conditions; changes in domestic or international tax laws and rates; the impact of adverse 
domestic or international legislation and regulation; the ability to develop, produce or market new alternative products and to do so profitably; the ability to effectively implement strategic 
initiatives and actions taken to increase sales growth and the market position of BAT’s brands; the ability to attract, convert and retain new or existing consumers; the ability to enhance cash 
generation and pay dividends; adverse litigation and dispute outcomes and the effect of such outcomes on BAT’s financial condition; adverse decisions by regulatory bodies and changes in the 
market position, businesses, financial condition, results of operations or prospects of BAT.



Important notice (continued)

Additional information concerning these and other factors can be found in BAT’s and Reynolds’s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), including 
Reynolds’s most recent Annual Reports on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on Form 8-K and BAT’s registration statement on Form F-4, which 
was declared effective by the SEC on June 14, 2017, and Current Reports on Form 6-K, which may be obtained free of charge at the SEC’s website, http://www.sec.gov, and 
BAT’s Annual Reports, which may be obtained free of charge from BAT’s website www.bat.com. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking 
statements that speak only as of the date hereof and BAT undertakes no obligation to update or revise publicly any forward-looking statements or other data or statements 
contained within this communication, whether as a result of new information, future events or circumstances otherwise. 

No statement in this communication is intended to be a profit forecast or profit estimate and no statement in this communication should be interpreted to mean that earnings 
per share of BAT for the current or future financial years would necessarily match or exceed the historical published earnings per share of BAT.

http://www.sec.gov/
http://www.bat.com/


Regional highlights: Americas

Fundamentally an attractive Region

• Still room for longer term economic growth

• Boosted middle class in Latin America, c. 30% of the 
population

• A strong pricing environment

• Consumers keen on innovation

But suffering a slowdown in the short term…

• GDP is slowing down in some key markets impacting FX rates

• Commodities slowdown across key markets including Canada

• Growth in disposal income is now slowing down

• Inflation & unemployment are increasing
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We’re positioned well to seize the significant opportunities in the Region

• Recapture volume from Illicit trade 

• Further growth of Premium & GDBs

• With 56%* share, there’s still room to grow value

• Unlock the potential of NGP

However, there are some trends impacting the business

• Illicit trade is growing across the region

• Down-trading driven by the economic issues 

IT continuous growth Below WAP gaining relevance

GDB driving growth

28.5 32.3 35.6

20%
24% 27%

2012 2013 2014
GDB Volume GDB % of BAT volume

49.5 55.2 57.3

15.9% 18.1% 19.0%

2012 2013 2014
IT Volume IT %

56% 55% 59% 60% 61%

44% 45% 41% 40% 39%

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 LE

Below Wap Premium + Asp.

Opportunities and threats

* Nielsen T40 market share
(Excludes Venezuela)



Delivering the strategy

Source: 1 Nielsen off-take share data, YTD Jun 2015 vs 2014 FY; * at current rates

• 40+ markets

• Leadership position in key markets and a strong established portfolio

• Robust pricing agenda across the Region

• Focus and investment behind premium (+0.7p.p.) 1

• Highest standards in execution across the region

• Region-wide anti-illicit trade programme in place

• Continuous productivity and efficiencies improvement programme

• Exporter of top talent to the Group

• Leaf farmers support programme

• Contributes 27% to group UOP with an improving mix

• High operating margin at 44%* and growing 



• Sustained growth in share, UOP and Operating Margin

• Brazil success despite current excise model, Anti Illicit trade 
policies failure and current macro-economic performance

• Mexico volume & share with Pall Mall

• Colombia integration now complete with share c.49%

• Canada back to sustainable growth after many years

Success stories enabled by the Group Strategy



Regional Performance: Americas
Region performing well across key indicators

REVENUE 

OPERATING PROFIT

2012 – 2014

OPERATING MARGIN (AT CURRENT RATES)

BAT

INDUSTRY -3.6%

-4.1%

3.9%

6.6%

2.7pp

CIGARETTES

GDBs

1.5pp

5.4pp

HY 2015 vs HY 2014 

-3.2%

-4.4%

11.0%

9.2%

0.3pp

0.2pp*

1.5pp*

Volume
avg growth p.a

Financial
avg growth p.a

at constant rates

Share
cumulative growth

*HY 2015 vs FY 2014



Stronger equity;

BR share +1.0pp

Winning in key 
markets; 

share +0.1pp*

Regional GDBs: Americas
GDBs driving growth – Fastest growing brands in key markets

Source: BAT Shipment H1 2015 vs. H1 2014 & & Nielsen Retail Audit H1 2015 vs. FY 2014; *Shipments volume growth – 2014 vs. 2010

Biggest brand;
Share +2.0pp 
in CH & +2.4pp 
in MX

Gaining share across 
the Region +0.5pp;
+0.6pp in Argentina;
+64% volume growth* 

29% of BAT Volume Volume: +5.6% Share: +1.5pp

GDBs driving premium share growth (+0.7pp)



Regional summary: Americas
A concerted effort behind Lucky Strike in the region

Peru

Argentina

ChileColombia
Venezuela
Mexico



NTO and volume trend UOP trend

Brazil
NTO maintained despite volume decline

Source: Company data financials at constant rates; Volume - Shipments Brazil; Retail Audit YTD Jun’15, * Nielsen

Continuous share growth over the years. H1’15 volume impacted by economy slow-down, the growth of illicit trade 
and Competitors longer price increase delay
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Share of market Dunhill outstanding performance



Brazil
Share opportunities and challenges for market

Recapture illicit trade volume

Excise structure 

Continue growing share of Premium 

Capitalise on the down-trading trend

Further optimise the cost structure



NTO and volume trend UOP trend

Canada
Striving for a level playing field

Source: Company data, financials at constant rate. Retail Audit YTD Jun’15, Volume Shipments Canada; 2010FY and 2011FY figures not rebased

Despite the regulatory environment, successfully introducing innovation in Canada. Down-trading puts pressure on BAT share, 
but Pall Mall has been sustaining its continuous growth trend, partially offsetting the decline

Share of market Strengthening Premium through innovative offers 
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Canada
Share opportunities and challenges for market

Reduce down-trading by building equity through innovation in Premium

Several successes in key provinces, but more challenging in ON & QC

Adoption of a moderate and predictable excise increase at 
both federal and provincial level

Regulatory framework to curb illicit trade

Lead the formalisation of NGPs



Mexico
Mexico’s outstanding results due to Pall Mall’s growth momentum, driven by deployment 
of innovations

NTO and volume trend UOP trend

Source: Company data, financials at constant rates. Retail Audit YTD March’15, Volume Shipments

UOP recovering from excise shock & share growth driven by formats and innovation in Freshness  & Stimulation arena

Share of market Pall Mall: a true brand transformation
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Mexico
Share opportunities and challenges for market

Drive modernisation in Premium through Lucky Strike 

Further Pall Mall growth

Curb Illicit Trade risks  through awareness programmes

A predictable excise regime and structure to avoid shocks



47.6% 47.4%
48.3% 48.9%

2012 2013 2014 YTD 15

Other Americas strategic pillars
Value strengthening with Profit and Share growth

BATCCA UOP trend Chile UOP trend

Source: Retail Audit YTD Jun’15, Volume Shipments , 2010, 2011 & 2012 SOM figures not rebased. Company Data, financials at constant rates

Colombia share of market Argentina: Lucky Strike share of market
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2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

UOP - Growth
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125%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

UOP - Growth

3.3% 3.4% 3.6% 3.6% 3.8% 3.4% 3.8%

0.3%
1.3%

2.9%
4.0% 4.3%

4.9%

3.3% 3.8%
4.9%

6.6%
7.7% 7.9% 8.5%

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 YTD 15

Caps Core SOM



Regional summary
Well positioned to continue to capitalise on share momentum

Sustained growth of share & GDBs driven by 
innovation & a strong RTM 

Continued delivery of financials despite the 
tough environment

Growth expected to continue as we continually 
modernise our portfolio 

A strong regional performance to be continued…
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